S10 11. Input for Measurement Invariance across Gender -Weak Invariance. S12 12. Input for Measurement Invariance across Gender -Strong Invariance. S13 13. Input for Measurement Invariance across Gender -Strict Invariance. S13 14. Input for Measurement Invariance across Gender -Variance-Covariance Invariance. S14 15. Input for Measurement Invariance across Gender -Latent Mean Invariance. S15 16. Input for Measurement Invariance across Age S16 17. Input for Measurement Invariance across Age * Gender S16
Composite Scale of Morningness
Smith CS, Reilly C, Midkiff K. Evaluation of three circadian rhythm questionnaires with suggestions for an improved measure of morningness. J Appl Psychol. 1989; 74(5) :728-38.
Items 3, 4, 5, 11 reflect a preference for mornings, whereas items 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12 , 13 reflect a preference for evenings.
Please check the response for each item that best describes you. 8. You wish to be at your peak performance for a test which you know is going to be mentally exhausting and lasting for two hours. You are entirely free to plan your day, and considering only you own "feeling best" rhythm, which ONE of the four testing times would you choose? 8:00-10:00 a.m. 11:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. 3:00-5:00 p.m. 7:00-9:00 p.m. 9. One hears about "morning" and "evening" types of people. Which ONE of these types do you consider yourself to be? Definitively a morning type More a morning than an evening type More an evening than a morning type Definitively an evening type 10. When would you prefer to rise (provided you have a full day's work -8 hours) if you were totally free to arrange your time? 
Discussion of the Substantive Results About the CSM
Our results also have relevance for our understanding of the CSM as an instrument and for extending knowledge on the construct of diurnal preference. First, our results supported the revised three factor-structure of the CSM (Caci et al., 2005) . However, they also showed that the CSM items could be used to reflect a well-defined global diurnal preference factor. Over and above this global factor, most CSM items also serve to define specific factors related to Morning Affect and Bedtime Preference. An additional S-Factor related to Time of Rising retained a lower level of specificity but was shown to present meaningful associations with categorical (age-groups, gender) and continuous (BMI) covariates. More precisely, although the B-ESEM representation of CSM proved to be completely invariant across gender and age-groups, the results showed meaningful latent means differences between groups: (a) older females presented a more positive morning affect than younger females; (b) males preferred getting up earlier than females; (c) men preferred getting into bed later than females, and older males preferred doing so earlier than younger males. These results are generally in line with previous results (Caci et al., 2005; Carrier et al., 1997; Smith et al., 2002) , and future studies are needed to further explore the reasons underlying these differences. Finally, and perhaps most interestingly, the results showed small but meaningful relations between Morning Affect and lower levels of BMI, and between Time of Rising and higher levels of BMI. These results are particularly important as they extend the results from previous studies (Lucassen et al., 2013) suggesting relations between diurnal preference and obesity. Our results show that this relation generalizes to more normative BMI variations, but also differs according to the specific dimension of diurnal preference that is considered. Future research should devote more attention to the mechanisms underlying these relations.
Title: ICM-CFA ! Statements preceded by ! are comments not part of the input setup. ! The following statement is used to identify the data file. Here, the data file is labelled CSM.dat. DATA: FILE IS CSM.dat; ! The variables names function identifies all variables in the data set, in order of appearance. ! The usevariables command identifies the variables used in the analysis. ! The categorical command identifies the variables that are ordered-categorical in nature. VARIABLE: NAMES ARE SEX AGE BMI CAT CSM1-CSM13; USEVARIABLES ARE CSM1-CSM13; CATEGORICAL ARE CSM1-CSM13; ! The next section defines the analysis. Here robust weighed least square estimation ! (WLSMV) is used. ! With WLSMV estimation, it is often useful to increase the number of iterations. ANALYSIS: ESTIMATOR IS WLSMV; ITERATIONS = 10000; ! The next section defines the model. ! The @ symbol is use to fix parameter estimates to a specific value. ! The * symbol indicates the free estimation of a parameter value (or provide a start value). ! Each input lines ends with ; ! Factor loadings are noted with BY, regressions with ON, correlations with WITH, ! means and thresholds are noted between brackets []; ! variances and residuals are noted without brackets. ! Here, An ICM-CFA model is specified ! with 3 factors (F1 to F3) defined by their respective items. ! the model is identified by fixing the factor variance to 1 (F1-F3@1), allowing first factor loading to be freely estimated (*) MODEL: F1 BY CSM3* CSM4 CSM5 CSM12; F2 BY CSM1* CSM6 CSM8 CSM10 CSM11; F3 BY CSM2* CSM7 CSM9 CSM13; F1@1; F2@1; F3@1; F1 WITH F2 F3; F2 WITH F3; ! Specific sections of output are requested. OUTPUT: SAMPSTAT STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL CINTERVAL TECH1 TECH2 TECH4 MODINDICES(ALL);
Construct-Relevant Multidimensionality S8
! Redundant sections are not repeated, we only focus on sections that differ from previous models.
Title: Bifactor-CFA ! A bifactor CFA model is specified with 3 specific factors (FS1 to FS3) ! All items are also used to define a global factor FG. ! All factors are set to be orthogonal (correlations @0) MODEL: FG BY CSM4* CSM3 CSM5 CSM12 CSM1 CSM6 CSM8 CSM10 CSM11 CSM2 CSM7 CSM9 CSM13; FS1 BY CSM3* CSM4 CSM5 CSM12; FS2 BY CSM1* CSM6 CSM8 CSM10 CSM11; FS3 BY CSM2* CSM7 CSM9 CSM13; F1@1; F2@1; F3@1; FG@1; FS1 WITH FS2 FS3@0; FS2 WITH FS3@0; FG WITH FS1 FS2 FS3@0;
Title: ESEM ! An ESEM model is specified with target oblique rotation. ANALYSIS: ESTIMATOR IS WLSMV; ITERATIONS = 10000; ROTATION = TARGET; ! The factors (F1 to F3) are defined with main loadings from their respective items, ! In addition to these main loadings, all other cross-loadings are estimated but targeted ! to be as close to 0 as possible (~0). ! Factors forming a single set of ESEM factors (with cross-loadings between factors) ! are indicated by using the same label in parenthesis after * (*1). MODEL: F1 BY CSM1~0 CSM2~0 CSM3 CSM4 CSM5 CSM6~0 CSM7~0 CSM8~0 CSM9~0 CSM10~0 CSM11~0 CSM12 CSM13~0 (*1); F2 BY CSM1 CSM2~0 CSM3~0 CSM4~0 CSM5~0 CSM6 CSM7~0 CSM8 CSM9~0 CSM10 CSM11 CSM12~0 CSM13~0 (*1); F3 BY CSM1~0 CSM2 CSM3~0 CSM4~0 CSM5~0 CSM6~0 CSM7 CSM8~0 CSM9 CSM10~0 CSM11~0 CSM12~0 CSM13 (*1); Title: Bifactor-ESEM ! A Bifactor-ESEM model is specified with orthogonal target rotation. ANALYSIS: ESTIMATOR IS WLSMV; ITERATIONS = 10000; ROTATION = TARGET (orthogonal); ! The specific factors (FS1 to FS3) are defined with main loadings from their respective items. ! All other cross-loadings are estimated but targeted to be as close to 0 as possible (~0). ! The global factor is defined through main loadings from all items, and is included in ! the same set of ESEM factors as FS1-FS3 (*1) MODEL: FG BY CSM1 CSM2 CSM3 CSM4 CSM5 CSM6 CSM7 CSM8 CSM9 CSM10 CSM11 CSM12 CSM13 (*1); FS1 BY CSM1~0 CSM2~0 CSM3 CSM4 CSM5 CSM6~0 CSM7~0 CSM8~0 CSM9~0 CSM10~0 CSM11~0 CSM12 CSM13~0 (*1); FS2 BY CSM1 CSM2~0 CSM3~0 CSM4~0 CSM5~0 CSM6 CSM7~0 CSM8 CSM9~0 CSM10 CSM11 CSM12~0 CSM13~0 (*1); FS3 BY CSM1~0 CSM2 CSM3~0 CSM4~0 CSM5~0 CSM6~0 CSM7 CSM8~0 CSM9 CSM10~0 CSM11~0 CSM12~0 CSM13 (*1); Title: Measurement Invariance across Gender -Configural Invariance. DATA: FILE IS CSM.dat; ! The grouping variable is used to identify the groups and labels are given to each of the value ! An observed grouping variables does not need to be included in the usevariables or categorical list. VARIABLE: NAMES ARE SEX AGE BMI CAT CSM1-CSM13; USEVARIABLES ARE CSM1-CSM13; CATEGORICAL ARE CSM1-CSM13; GROUPING IS SEX (1=women 2=men); ! As before. ! Parameterization = theta is added in order to be able to test for the invariance of uniquenesses. ANALYSIS: TYPE IS GENERAL; ESTIMATOR IS WLSMV; ITERATIONS = 10000; PARAMETERIZATION=THETA; ROTATION = TARGET (orthogonal); ! The global model section is used to define the global model used in both groups. ! Parameter freely estimated across groups will be specified in group-specific sections. ! See Morin, Moullec et al. (2011) and Guay, Morin et al. (2014) , cited in main manuscript, for !additional details on specifications of invariance testing for WLSMV estimation. ! The first part is as above for the bifactor-ESEM model. MODEL: FG BY CSM1 CSM2 CSM3 CSM4 CSM5 CSM6 CSM7 CSM8 CSM9 CSM10 CSM11 CSM12 CSM13 (*1); FS1 BY CSM1~0 CSM2~0 CSM3 CSM4 CSM5 CSM6~0 CSM7~0 CSM8~0 CSM9~0 CSM10~0 CSM11~0 CSM12 CSM13~0 (*1); FS2 BY CSM1 CSM2~0 CSM3~0 CSM4~0 CSM5~0 CSM6 CSM7~0 CSM8 CSM9~0 CSM10 CSM11 CSM12~0 CSM13~0 (*1); FS3 BY CSM1~0 CSM2 CSM3~0 CSM4~0 CSM5~0 CSM6~0 CSM7 CSM8~0 CSM9 CSM10~0 CSM11~0 CSM12~0 CSM13 (*1); ! Here, thresholds are specified. For X answers categories, there are X-1 thresholds to be specified ! using the $1, $1, $3, etc. symbol. By default, thresholds are invariant across groups so only non-! invariant thresholds need to be specified here. ! For tests of configural invariance, the first threshold from each item is set to be invariant, and the ! second threshold from a referent indicator for each factor. !Referent indicator for FS2 (5 categories ! In the group specific statement, all parameter to be freely estimated in the other group are specified. ! For X groups, X-1 group-specific statement are needed, starting with group 2. ! By default, the factor variances are set to 1 in all groups ! which is as should be for configural invariance. ! By default the latent means are fixed to 0 in group 1, and freely estimated in group 2 and subsequent, ! which is as should be for configural invariance. ! By default, uniquenesses are set to 1 in the first group and freely estimated in the other groups, ! which is as should be for configural invariance. MODEL men: FG BY CSM1 CSM2 CSM3 CSM4 CSM5 CSM6 CSM7 CSM8 CSM9 CSM10 CSM11 CSM12 CSM13 (*1); FS1 BY CSM1~0 CSM2~0 CSM3 CSM4 CSM5 CSM6~0 CSM7~0 CSM8~0 CSM9~0 CSM10~0 CSM11~0 CSM12 CSM13~0 (*1); FS2 BY CSM1 CSM2~0 CSM3~0 CSM4~0 CSM5~0 CSM6 CSM7~0 CSM8 CSM9~0 CSM10 CSM11 CSM12~0 CSM13~0 (*1); FS3 BY CSM1~0 CSM2 CSM3~0 CSM4~0 CSM5~0 CSM6~0 CSM7 CSM8~0 CSM9 CSM10~0 CSM11~0 CSM12~0 CSM13 (*1); !Referent indicator for FS2 (5 categories OUTPUT: SAMPSTAT STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL CINTERVAL TECH1 TECH2 TECH4 MODINDICES(ALL); ! The following section is used to request a save data file to be used in the calculation of Chi-! square differences tests based on WLSMV estimation. SAVEDATA: DIFFTEST = BESEM_sex_conf.dat; ! Redundant sections are not repeated, we only focus on sections that differ from previous models.
Title: Measurement Invariance across Gender -Weak Invariance. ! The DIFFTEST function is used to request a chi square difference test, using the saved data file from ! the previous model in the sequence. ANALYSIS: TYPE IS GENERAL; ESTIMATOR IS WLSMV; ITERATIONS = 10000; PARAMETERIZATION=THETA; ROTATION = TARGET (orthogonal); DIFFTEST = BESEM_sex_conf.dat; ! The only difference between this model and the previous one is that the specification of factor ! loadings is not repeated in the group-specific section. These are invariant at default. Also, when the ! loadings are invariant, the factor variances are freely estimated in all groups but the first. MODEL: FG BY CSM1 CSM2 CSM3 CSM4 CSM5 CSM6 CSM7 CSM8 CSM9 CSM10 CSM11 CSM12 CSM13 (*1); FS1 BY CSM1~0 CSM2~0 CSM3 CSM4 CSM5 CSM6~0 CSM7~0 CSM8~0 CSM9~0 CSM10~0 CSM11~0 CSM12 CSM13~0 (*1); FS2 BY CSM1 CSM2~0 CSM3~0 CSM4~0 CSM5~0 CSM6 CSM7~0 CSM8 CSM9~0 CSM10 CSM11 CSM12~0 CSM13~0 (*1); FS3 BY CSM1~0 CSM2 CSM3~0 CSM4~0 CSM5~0 CSM6~0 CSM7 CSM8~0 CSM9 CSM10~0 CSM11~0 CSM12~0 CSM13 (*1); Title: Measurement Invariance across Gender -Strong Invariance. ANALYSIS: TYPE IS GENERAL; ESTIMATOR IS WLSMV; ITERATIONS = 10000; PARAMETERIZATION=THETA; ROTATION = TARGET (orthogonal); DIFFTEST = BESEM_sex_weak.dat; ! The only difference between this model and the previous one is that thresholds are invariants across ! group by default and thus do not need to be specified. ! When thresholds are invariant, the factor means are freely estimated in all groups but the first. ! Again: Loadings are invariant by default; variances and uniquenesses are fixed to be 1 in the first ! group and free in the other groups. MODEL: FG BY CSM1 CSM2 CSM3 CSM4 CSM5 CSM6 CSM7 CSM8 CSM9 CSM10 CSM11 CSM12 CSM13 (*1); FS1 BY CSM1~0 CSM2~0 CSM3 CSM4 CSM5 CSM6~0 CSM7~0 CSM8~0 CSM9~0 CSM10~0 CSM11~0 CSM12 CSM13~0 (*1); FS2 BY CSM1 CSM2~0 CSM3~0 CSM4~0 CSM5~0 CSM6 CSM7~0 CSM8 CSM9~0 CSM10 CSM11 CSM12~0 CSM13~0 (*1); FS3 BY CSM1~0 CSM2 CSM3~0 CSM4~0 CSM5~0 CSM6~0 CSM7 CSM8~0 CSM9 CSM10~0 CSM11~0 CSM12~0 CSM13 (*1); MODEL men: ! Empty SAVEDATA: DIFFTEST = BESEM_sex_strong.dat;
Title: Measurement Invariance across Gender -Strict Invariance. ANALYSIS: TYPE IS GENERAL; ESTIMATOR IS WLSMV; ITERATIONS = 10000; PARAMETERIZATION=THETA; ROTATION = TARGET (orthogonal); DIFFTEST = BESEM_sex_strong.dat; ! The only difference between this model and the previous one is that here uniquenesses are set to be ! fixed to 1 in all groups. ! Again: Loadings and thresholds are invariant by default; ! Variances and uniquenesses are fixed to be 1 in the first group and free in the other groups. ! Means are fixed to be 0 in the first group and free in the other groups. MODEL: FG BY CSM1 CSM2 CSM3 CSM4 CSM5 CSM6 CSM7 CSM8 CSM9 CSM10 CSM11 CSM12 CSM13 (*1); FS1 BY CSM1~0 CSM2~0 CSM3 CSM4 CSM5 CSM6~0 CSM7~0 CSM8~0 CSM9~0 CSM10~0 CSM11~0 CSM12 CSM13~0 (*1); FS2 BY CSM1 CSM2~0 CSM3~0 CSM4~0 CSM5~0 CSM6 CSM7~0 CSM8 CSM9~0 CSM10 CSM11 CSM12~0 CSM13~0 (*1); FS3 BY CSM1~0 CSM2 CSM3~0 CSM4~0 CSM5~0 CSM6~0 CSM7 CSM8~0 CSM9 CSM10~0 CSM11~0 CSM12~0 CSM13 (*1); MODEL men: CSM1-CSM13@1; SAVEDATA: DIFFTEST = BESEM_sex_strict.dat;
Construct-Relevant Multidimensionality S14 Title: Measurement Invariance across Gender -Variance-Covariance Invariance. ANALYSIS: TYPE IS GENERAL; ESTIMATOR IS WLSMV; ITERATIONS = 10000; PARAMETERIZATION=THETA; ROTATION = TARGET (orthogonal); DIFFTEST = BESEM_sex_strict.dat; ! Here, the variances are fixed to 1 in all groups. MODEL: FG BY CSM1 CSM2 CSM3 CSM4 CSM5 CSM6 CSM7 CSM8 CSM9 CSM10 CSM11 CSM12 CSM13 (*1); FS1 BY CSM1~0 CSM2~0 CSM3 CSM4 CSM5 CSM6~0 CSM7~0 CSM8~0 CSM9~0 CSM10~0 CSM11~0 CSM12 CSM13~0 (*1); FS2 BY CSM1 CSM2~0 CSM3~0 CSM4~0 CSM5~0 CSM6 CSM7~0 CSM8 CSM9~0 CSM10 CSM11 CSM12~0 CSM13~0 (*1); FS3 BY CSM1~0 CSM2 CSM3~0 CSM4~0 CSM5~0 CSM6~0 CSM7 CSM8~0 CSM9 CSM10~0 CSM11~0 CSM12~0 CSM13 (*1); ! The unrotated covariances (even if the rotated covariances are orthogonal) need to be fixed to ! invariance across groups. The labels in parentheses indicate that these covariance are fixed ! to invariance across groups. FS1 WITH FS2 (c1); FS1 WITH FS3 (c2); FS2 WITH FS3 (c3); FG WITH FS1 (c4); FG WITH FS2 (c5); FG WITH FS3 (c6); MODEL men: CSM1-CSM13@1; FG@1; FS1@1; FS2@1; FS3@1; SAVEDATA: DIFFTEST = BESEM_sex_vc.dat; Title: Measurement Invariance across Gender -Latent Mean Invariance. ANALYSIS: TYPE IS GENERAL; ESTIMATOR IS WLSMV; ITERATIONS = 10000; PARAMETERIZATION=THETA; ROTATION = TARGET (orthogonal); DIFFTEST = BESEM_sex_vc.dat; ! Here, the means are fixed to 0 in all groups. MODEL: FG BY CSM1 CSM2 CSM3 CSM4 CSM5 CSM6 CSM7 CSM8 CSM9 CSM10 CSM11 CSM12 CSM13 (*1); FS1 BY CSM1~0 CSM2~0 CSM3 CSM4 CSM5 CSM6~0 CSM7~0 CSM8~0 CSM9~0 CSM10~0 CSM11~0 CSM12 CSM13~0 (*1); FS2 BY CSM1 CSM2~0 CSM3~0 CSM4~0 CSM5~0 CSM6 CSM7~0 CSM8 CSM9~0 CSM10 CSM11 CSM12~0 CSM13~0 (*1); FS3 BY CSM1~0 CSM2 CSM3~0 CSM4~0 CSM5~0 CSM6~0 CSM7 CSM8~0 CSM9 CSM10~0 CSM11~0 CSM12~0 CSM13 (*1); FS1 WITH FS2 (c1); FS1 WITH FS3 (c2); FS2 WITH FS3 (c3); FG WITH FS1 (c4); FG WITH FS2 (c5); FG WITH FS3 (c6); MODEL men: CSM1-CSM13@1; FG@1; FS1@1; FS2@1; FS3@1;
[FG@0]; [F1@0]; [F2@0]; [F3@0];
